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PROFILE

Haiden McGill is a creative technologist working at

the intersection of business + product

development, interactive technologies, and

experience design. They are passionate about

working with diverse, interdisciplinary teams to

solve moonshot problems.

EDUCATION 

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY - 2016

BFA Film Production - Audio Engineering

Accepted into Launch Labs Incubator program in

Leatherby Center for Entrepreneurship & Business Ethics

SKILLS

Rapid Prototyping

Partnership Strategy

Front End Web Development

Agile Project Management

Remote Team Management

Asana, Trello, Jira

Data + Analytics

Cloud Solutions

EXPERIENCE

ULO (Unidentified Landed Object)

Completed Techstars 2020 Cohort Program

Leading product development for a global, micro-

experiences system + deployment platform 

Owning digital product pivot building text message

deployment processes for web-based interactive media

Managing team of designers, developers, and content

creators to ship experiences WOW 

Product Development Lead | Jan '20 - Sept '20

NOCTVRNAL

Co-founded interactive audio studio that specialized in

spatial audio for XR applications, location-based

experiences, installations, and emerging technologies.

Tackled lead generation and built a revenue-generating

partnership network with industry experts, new players,

and forward-thinking organizations

Spearheaded market research and outreach

campaigns, drafted white papers on company's top

innovations

Grew sales to six digits within 1st year of operation, with

contract rate increase at 250% YOY

Co-founder/CEO | Jan '17 - Mar '20

AWARDS IN PM ROLES

Best use of ESRI

Best use of AR in the Public Realm

Best in Social Good

HighAR Ground | MIT Media Lab

AR disaster relief planning and guidance

application for Hololens
AvatarMEDIC

Led product R&D for pre-seed healthcare/tech startup,

building Mixed Reality (MR) remote assistance

autonomous systems for first responders and analog

astronauts on Microsoft Hololens

Assisted with ANA Avatar XPRIZE application, which

was selected as a top 100 submission, progressing the

company to the next stage of the competition

Product R&D Manager [Contract] | Aug '19 - Dec '19

Best VR/AR/MR Solution

SAR 5G | AT&T 5G Hackathon

App enabling real-time data transfer and

synchronization of world states between ground

personnel and command center.
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